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Revolutionary ski wear and the new
natyon base layer for our ten national
teams
UYN presents the Autumn/Winter 2020/2021
collection
This Italian functional wear brand is preparing to launch some key new releases:
a range of highly technical ski jackets, pants and mid-layers, the latest version of
winter sport’s winning technical base layer and additions to our cycling and
running ranges
Winter is movement! The winter we’re offering you at UYN – Unleash Your Nature
is a winter of freedom, thanks to our new highly technical collections. Freedom to
express your own nature - during sport or during free time - and freedom to move
with no limits or restrictions, allowing you to find maximum performance. This
Italian brand was launched in 2018 by Trerè Innovation and this is how we’re continuing the pursuit of our mission: to revolutionise the sportswear sector through
scientific research, selection of the highest performing materials, obsessive care over
design and the introduction of cutting-edge manufacturing techniques.
UYN is set to impress in Autumn/Winter 2020/2021, with the launch of our new
range of ski jackets, pants and mid-layers. The brand, produced in Asola (Italy’s
Mantua Province), is also set to release a development on our Natyon technical base
layer, which the champions of ten of the world’s best ski teams have tested and
worn in races, plus a full base layer collection comprising eight lines. The Athlesyon
mid-layer numbers among the new releases and strikes the perfect balance between fashion and athletic charm.
Ski jackets, pants and mid-layers – Feel Free to Ski
This is the latest thing in winter sports kit. UYN is launching a huge range specifically for the mountains, including ski jackets (four men’s models, four women’s), ski
pants (three for men, four for women) and mid-layers (four in the men’s range, four
in the women’s). These ski suits are the epitome of the innovation that characterises
UYN’s DNA; they’re the peak of our research into providing freedom of movement
and all-round comfort without compromising on full protection against cold and
water. With the Atmos AIO and Membrain 115, UYN has raised the bar for performance knitwear.
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Natyon – Race Harder
Under UYN over the last two years, technical base layers have evolved into an icon
for winter sports’ champions and enthusiasts. By working with the ten national ski
teams for whom UYN is sponsor and official provider, we have further improved
performance in terms of the fit and design of the Natyon shirt and pants.
Even the Natyon socks have evolved, with the integration of the Shockwave technology for full impact absorption.
At UYN, we’re also expanding our high-performance Natyon range by adding
functional mid-layers that are as perfect for outdoors adventures as they are for the
top skiers in the World Cup to wear during downtime.

Alpha Biking and Alpha Running – Let winter be
your ally
High performance, come rain, wind or the coldest of cold: that’s the drive behind
UYN’s Alpha Biking and Alpha Running ranges. They’re turning winter from an
obstacle into an athlete’s best friend. For cyclists, UYN is releasing the first bibs in
the world to be made using our patented Membrain 115, which offers you unprecedented levels of comfort, elasticity and protection against wind and rain. The
fulcrum of both the Biking and Running collections is freedom of movement, light
weight and advanced body temperature regulation.

Athlesyon – Fashion and sport come together
With the Athlesyon range, athletes can take comfort and functionality with them
not just when doing sports but also during rest, recovery and leisure time: it’s the
perfect balance between an athletic look and casual style. The collection includes a
softshell with a padded front panel, two fully knitted mid-layers - one of which has
a windproof membrane - and a full suit including mid-layer and pants: it’s thermal
and exceptionally comfortable.
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F/W 2020/21 Ski Collection

UYN technology and style: there’s
never been so much freedom in skiing
UYN – Unleash Your Nature has accepted the challenge: we have transferred our
DNA into truly innovative jackets, pants and mid-layers. That’s how the first UYN ski
collection came to be, kit that redefines freedom and ergonomic comfort, creating
the perfect microclimate around its wearers and allowing them to unleash their
energy. The highly technical nature of this “fashion&function” range is expressed
through its carefully crafted, modern style, making you feel unique on and off the ski
slopes.

Membrain115 and Atmos AIO – the new standards
in knitwear
This Italian brand’s mission has been to introduce the 3D knitting technique into
skiwear collections, creating a seamless, dynamic, ultra-stretch fabric that can adapt
with the body’s movements. Meanwhile, the UYN engineers succeeded in being the
first to make the fabric water-repellent, windproof, breathable and resistant by
pairing it with an intelligent membrane. The resulting fabric is Membrain115, an
exclusive material that Trerè Innovation (owner of the UYN brand) has patented. It's
the perfect response to all your comfort and performance needs during an intense
day on the snow.
Our other new technical release goes by the name of Atmos AIO. It’s a multi layered
fabric that guarantees thermal protection, elasticity, sweat absorption and durability. Atmos AIO jackets have a highly breathable internal layer, elastic and insulating
padding, a water repellent and windproof membrane, and an external layer in 3D
knitted fabric. All in one: one piece, no seams. It's the new standard in performance
knitwear.
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The FW 2020/21 collection jackets and pants
The FW2020/21 collection is made up of four models of jackets and three of pants
for men, as well as five women's jacket models and four of pants for women.
For competitive, demanding skiers there’s MAGMA, a hybrid-concept jacket that
combines the 4-Way-Stretch waterproof structure (water column of 15,000 mm)
with Membrain115 inserts, which are emphasised in a fierce gradient effect. The Ergomotion build of the inserts follows the anatomy of the shoulder blades to guarantee
the arms total freedom of movement. Magma means high thermal protection, which
comes from an inner layer made of cashmere and Argenthon - a fibre which can reflect
the body’s heat - and from a flexible thermal padding at 100 g per square metre.
The MAGMA pants (with removable straps) capture the same performance and
comfort of the jacket. The Megamotion system around the glutes provides total freedom of movement. The full Magma suit is available in versions for men and women.
The racing spirit of UYN is seen at its clearest in the NATYON jacket and pants. The
model for both men and women celebrates “the Magnificent 10”, the ten national ski
teams to whom UYN is partner and official supplier and who wear our high-tech
Natyon base layers. The jacket with its microsphere padding is the first to use our
Hypermotion technology: the shoulders and sleeves are made all in a single, entirely
seamless Membrain115 insert.
This crossover of materials is also a key feature of MOMENTUM, our medium-thermal
men’s jacket. The Membrain115 sleeves provide maximum softness and elasticity. The
men’s range is completed by the ICON model, which brings an urban style to everyday
life. Its Atmos AIO structure makes the Icon jacket lighter and more flexible than a
traditional winter jacket, with better temperature regulation.
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The women’s equivalent is STATUS, a hooded jacket that’s also perfect for casual
scenarios: it has an active yet smart style. AVALANCHE has rewritten the history
books when it comes to style and performance. This fully knitted model has a stunning fading effect, shades of colour that descend from the hood to the bottom of the
jacket, blending into the pants to create a bright strip around the middle, highlighting
the female form. 3D structures and playful colour woven into the fabric are what
bring the SNOWCRYSTAL jacket to life. Its modern snowflake design is enriched by
the hood’s faux fur trim. But it’s not all about aesthetics: there’s a beating technological heart inside the Avalanche and the Snowflake that makes them the perfect partners for your snow sports. The Atmos AIO structure provides protection against the
cold, keeping out water without compromising on all-round comfort. Taped seams, a
snow skirt and zips with waterproof protection are highly desirable features that
offer women an exceedingly high quality skiing experience.
Finally, for both men and women, UYN has the CONNECT pants. Windproof and
water-repellent, they ensure effective protection against the cold and excellent
comfort. An ergonomic waistband, durable and stretchy knees, and leg bases shaped
to fit perfectly around your ski boots all combine to bring you maximum freedom of
movement.
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The FW 2020/21 collection mid-layers
Our winter offering includes an innovative collection of mid-layers: four for men, four
for women. UYN’s special seamless knitted structure has allowed us to make multifunctional garments in a modern style that are ideal for snow sports and outdoors
adventures, but also for wearing in everyday life. The common themes running
through the range of UYN mid-layers are their high elasticity and the softness of the
fabric. They are the true meaning of unparalleled comfort. A 3D build on the outside
is perfectly integrated into the design, creating areas of high durability and thermal
protection, while promoting air flow on the inside. The result is an extraordinary
feeling against the skin and a pleasant sense of comfort.
For men, UYN has created the ICON mid-layer, which reflects the style of the ICON
jacket, the NATYON WORLD CUP, which uses the Hypermotion technology for
freedom of movement, and the merino wool ALL HEROES, with its elegant horizontal rainbow strip, symbolic of the ten national teams and all ski champions entrusting UYN with their performance.
The women’s collection includes the PRESTIGE mid-layer, its desirable style complemented by the high performance of Hypermotion, STATUS, inspired by the
matching jacket, and the merino wool NATYON WORLD CUP which provides excellent temperature regulation.
Finally, for both men and women, UYN is launching the CORTINA TOFANE
mid-layer. This special edition garment celebrates the beautiful Cortina d’Ampezzo,
home of the Alpine World Ski Championships 2021, and the lively spirit one of its
most iconic slopes: the Olympia delle Tofane. This half zip mid-layer ensures excellent wearability and total freedom of movement, thanks to the Ergomotion build
used in the shoulders.
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F/W2020/21 underwear and mid-layer collection

The evolution of natyon: the technical base layer of ski champions has
improved its performance again
What sets champions apart? It's the desire to improve every day, to never settle for
a single achievement, to always chase down another finish line. That same search for
perfection is the force that has driven UYN to continue developing Natyon, the
range of technical base layers that, over the last two seasons, has become an icon for
winter sports professionals and enthusiasts alike.
Natyon is the most winning base layer, chosen by 10 of the top national ski teams:
Dominik Paris and Sofia Goggia’s Italy, Viktoria Rebensburg’s Germany, Alexis Pinturault’s France, Henrik Kristoffersen’s Norway, the US, Slovenia, Russia, China and the
Slovak biathlon team. Just last year, the champions who wore UYN base layers won
48 Alpine Ski World Cup races (out of 73) and six gold medals.
Working with the top champions and conducting tests in the most demanding
conditions, we came up with a new Natyon collection. And its performance - in
terms of design and fit - is even better than before. For Autumn/Winter 2020/2021,
UYN has further expanded our existing comprehensive range with more technical
mid-layers, made in the colours and bearing the emblems of each nation.

More comfort, more success
Natyon is back with a new look. Its key feature is the waves that crash across the
shoulders, biceps, lower back and quadriceps, in the colours of the national flag.
Combined with the original fading colour on the sleeves, the result is a bold look that
celebrates the speed and dynamic movement of athletes on a ski slope.
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The aesthetic details have been perfectly integrated into the design of the top and
tights, and also reveal a new function: dynamic lines that increase strategic support
for the muscles while guaranteeing more freedom of movement. The 3D waves on
the chest and on the abdomen increase the top’s flexibility, helping the rib cage to
expand with the breath without resulting in uncomfortable pressure. More comfort,
better race concentration, improved performance: that’s a winning trio.
Natyon combines the most cutting-edge technology to bring you freedom of movement and body temperature regulation. Hypermotion is the special build around the
shoulders and sleeves. Made from a single piece of material with no structural
seems, it guarantees your upper limbs maximum agility. Often, when effort is at its
maximum during a race - whether it’s Alpine skiing, biathlon or cross country - the
body sweats and overheats. But with the Coolvent Technology, any excess sweat is
absorbed and wicked away, while 3D channels create a cooling flow of air across the
skin. Drylight has been designed to increase breathability in strategic spots, such as
the underarms and behind the knees. And to keep your body at the right temperature, even during rest and recovery, UYN has developed the Heatmemory system
which traps in heat to prevent you getting cold.
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The first ski socks to use Shockwave technology
The dynamic wave design is also a highlight of the new Natyon ski socks, as well as
increased support and a calf band. To boost protection and shock absorption, UYN
has introduced the Shockwave system which distributes pressure along specific 3D
lines. With the Cool Air Flow technology, they can keep the microclimate around
your feet just right, even when the temperature is low.

There’s now a Natyon mid-layer
The Natyon family has grown again, with a highly technical and comfortable
mid-layer inspired by the same flexibility and temperature regulation that features in
the base layer. This stretchy, soft and microperforated fabric has the double function
of protecting against the cold while ensuring you feel the pleasant comfort of breathability on your skin. The Ergomotion build of the sleeves, which mould around the
shape of the shoulder blades, ensure total freedom of movement. Natyon is the
perfect partner for winter sports as well as for pre- and post-race rest and recovery.
And always with the pride of being able to wear your own country's colours.
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The UYN underwear collection: eight lines, every
activity covered
The Autumn/Winter 2020/2021 base layer collection from UYN features another
seven lines beyond the Natyon model. A vast and comprehensive range, designed to
meet every sporting need. One defining element is the use of natural but high
performing fibres such as Natex, a bio-fibre derived entirely from the seeds of the
castor-oil plant: it's 25% lighter and 50% faster to dry than traditional Nylon fibres,
as well as being more elastic and bacteriostatic.

FUSYON CASHMERE

This line introduces an exclusive, prized blend: soft Cashmere is combined with the
high thermal capacity of Primaloft, as well as with the properties of Natex. The
result is a base layer that envelops the body in pleasant warmth and keeps it at just
the right temperature, even in the coldest temperatures.
The Shiny version also uses the exclusive Argenthon fibre, which reflects the body’s
heat as well as providing a glimmering gold and silver sheen for a luxurious,
head-turning aesthetic.

FUSYON MERINO

Merino wool and the Natex bio-fibre promise a high insulating power. The body
stays warm in the cold or cools down when your effort reaches maximum intensity.

AMBITYON

The performance of Natex and UYN’s sophisticated technologies go into making the
perfect base layer for sports in the cold. Now in the new Optical White colour for
both men and women.

EVOLUTYON

The Natex technical base layer has been designed for high-intensity winter sports.
The Coolvent and Drylight technologies guarantee excellent body temperature
regulation.
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VISYON

Recommended for outdoor activities in medium temperatures. It's also available in
the Visyon Light version, which includes a sleeveless top that's perfect for the
mid-season.

MOTYON

UYN presents a new development on the Motyon base layer: it has a new design
and function specifically designed for outdoor use on warm days, but also in the
gym and for fitness. This range of kit is made up of tops with and without sleeves,
as well as men's boxers, women's pants, and a highly supportive sports top.

ENERGYON

This is UYN's new release for summer 2020, a base layer that cools you down as
you up the ante. Ultra lightweight, it's the first to be made using the Flowtunnels
technology which combines holes of differing sizes with a system of 3D channels to
create micro-vortices of air on the skin. For Winter 2020/2021, UYN is launching
the Energyon long-sleeve shirt designed for activities that make you sweat but also
require better thermal protection around the arms, such as Alpine skiing or
cross-country skiing.
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F/W2020/21 cycling and running collection

Alpha Biking and Alpha Running - for
topperformance even in winter
Perfect temperature regulation, freedom to move and lightweight products - the
key elements of the Alpha Biking and Alpha Running collections, developed by UYN
to boost the performance of cyclists and runners. For the 2020/2021 winter
season, UYN is expanding these two lines by introducing the Ergomotion and Membrain115 technologies.
Ergomotion is the special sleeve shape used in our new cycling and running jackets.
Just a single piece of fabric is used for each sleeve, making it completely seamless.
Its ergonomic design means it adapts with the movements of your arms. The 3D
structures on the external surface increase elasticity and breathability.
Membrain115 is a newly developed material, also used for skiwear as it has excellent
windproof and water-repellent properties. Membrain115 was created by merging a
highly elasticated 3D knitted fabric with an intelligent membrane to ensure excellent protection against the elements without compromising on features in the fabric
such as softness, flexibility and breathability.
Garments in the Alpha Biking and Alpha Running ranges also make use of the
properties of Natex, a fibre derived 100% from vegetable origins - from the seeds of
the castor-oil plants. It has incredible drying performance (50 per cent quicker than
traditional Nylon materials) and is 25 per cent lighter. Natex is highly elasticated and
has bacteriostatic properties that help prevent the build up of bad odours.
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Alpha Biking Membrain115 tights and jackets:
all-round protection
The Alpha Biking winter collection includes a long-sleeve top, full-length and
3/4-length tights, plus jackets and gilets for added protection. To cap off this
selection, UYN is the first to use Membrain115 to make our bibs, combining it with
Lycra around the chamois and the inside leg. Membrain115 makes the Alpha Biking
bibs water-repellent, windproof and also breathable: perfect for heading out in
adverse conditions. Plus a unique advantage: their softness and incredible wearability dispose of any of that stiffness or discomfort so typical of traditional waterproof
garments.
Membrain115 has also been integrated into our winter jackets to create the Alpha
Biking Membrain115 Jacket. The new UYN jacket guarantees optimal protection
against wind and rain but remains ultra lightweight and packable, making it perfect
for races. The Ergomotion technology allows the sleeves to trace the precise shape
of your arms, while also improving comfort and aerodynamics. The other new UYN
release in jackets is the Alpha Biking Wind Jacket, which also uses the Ergomotion
system. This light and functional jacket has been made using three-layered
water-repellent fabric at the front panels and on the back to guarantee comfort as
well as protection on cold, windy days.
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Alpha Running: creating the perfect climate for
your sessions
UYN also has a high-performance collection to meet runners’ needs and this too has
been enriched with new colours and technologies. Alpha Running consists of a top
(with half zip or no zip), full-length tights (with a hugging fit and reduced stitching
for total freedom of movement), plus newly improved jackets for running in the
coldest temperatures.
Just as with the cycling collection, the new Alpha Running Jacket incorporates the
Ergomotion technology to increase comfort and breathability. The jacket’s main
structure has been made using three-layered fabric that offers excellent protection
against the wind and rain, while keeping your body’s microclimate just right. UYN Is
also releasing the new Alpha Running Wind Vest, a windproof and water-repellent
gilet using the Ergoconnect system: the shoulders are connected by a highly elasticated and breathable 3D knitted insert to provide optimum wearability. The Alpha
Running follows every move a runner makes without shifting position or creating
discomfort. This marriage of high-performance materials is also the fulcrum of the
new Alpha Running Winter Wind tights for outdoor activities in low temperatures:
windproof and water-repellent on the front, highly elasticated at the back of the
legs. The full-length Alpha Running Winter Wind tights incorporate our Megamotion technology, an exclusive ergonomic build that’s seamless around the glutes
allowing these tights to adapt intelligently to the bilateral movements of your legs.

